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2015 San Diego Economic Outlook

n 2015 San Diego is projected to outpace economic
growth in the rest of California
and the U.S. After trailing the
nation and state during 2013,
San Diego’s economic momentum is estimated to have accelerated in 2014.
San Diego‘s economy is forecast to further increase 3.0
percent in 2015, only slightly
slower than 2014’s estimated
3.1 percent “real” gain. These
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projections are based upon
preliminary comparative estimates of job growth.
Summation of outlook
San Diego continues to recover
from the “Great Recession”
ending five years ago. The recession hastened economic
transformation that had been
on-going for some time. The
economic disruption accelerated transitioning from historic
dependence on tourism, mili-
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tary bases, defense procurement, and real estate
development to more diverse mix of innovative
endeavors in scientific
research, development,
and production. San Diego
continues to emerge
prominently positioned in
the ever expanding global,
knowledge-based economy.
Adopting this more entrepreneurially-based focus,
San Diego’s economy becomes more globally and
competitively positioned.
As Mary Walshok and
Abraham Shragge indicate in their
book on San Diego’s innovative economic evolution, “San Diego embraced
entrepreneurialism—a key attribute of
what social scientists have identified
with ‘new-economy’ dynamics, as opposed to managerialism—the classic
signifier of an ‘old economy’—is extremely useful to understanding why
San Diego has been so successful.”1
Among San Diego’s various advances,
economic mobility has also become
one of the region’s biggest challenges.
A growing division of labor skills and
wages becomes more evident for the
region’s human capital. Transcending
social and economic mobility is more
difficult for those not equipped
to navigate the new economy,
and San Diego, along with the
rest of the nation, faces increasing gaps between upper
and lower income households.
The recession also did little to
change one of the region’s biggest challenges of very high
housing costs. While home
values collapsed over the
course of the recession, prices
rebounded relatively rapidly
and San Diego remains one of
the nation’s least affordable
housing markets.
Finally, the military continues
to be a primary economic driver with San Diego continuing to
receive the largest amount of
direct military spending in the
nation. Defense expenditures
face significant budgetary pressures as the federal governwww.nusinstitute.org

ment seeks to reduce spending. Although San Diego is positioned to potentially benefit from national security
strategies of “shifting to the Pacific,”
long-term fiscal realities and budget
reductions could counterbalance defense spending decisions being made
in Washington.
San Diego’s economic recovery
San Diego’s recovery from the worst
economic downturn of the past 80
years was reached in 2012 as measured by the region’s gross domestic
product (GDP). The recovery, however,
was not consistent or equitably distributed among all industry sectors.

The 2007-10 recession
was much deeper and
took longer to recover
than the previous major
recession impacting the
region in 1990-93. Both
recessions caused severe dislocations of primary drivers for the local
economy. Whereas the
’90-’93 recession was
primarily a result of realigning aerospace and
military base operations,
the ’07-’10 recession
was largely caused by
real estate and financial
markets crashing.
In many ways the causes of San Diego’s 2007-10 downturn are the same
as those experienced by the rest of the
nation. The unprecedented increase in
housing values reached unsustainable
levels inevitably followed by the collapse of those prices. The resulting
debt overhang and retrenching of consumer spending significantly impacted
major sectors of construction, real estate, finance, and retail. The key difference for San Diego, however, was critical pillars of the economy – the U.S.
military and the innovation economy –
did not experience major downshifts
helping to partially mitigate those impacts.
Coming out of recession, San
Diego’s GDP appears relatively
stable, not as robust as some
comparable metro areas, but
much stronger than others.
San Diego’s recent GDP gains
are squarely in the middle of
economic gains among the nation’s major metro areas.
Moreover, not all parts of San
Diego’s regional economy recovered. Although stronger producing industry sectors of government, real estate and leasing, professional and business
services, manufacturing, and
health care and social assistance have all grown and recovered, retail/wholesale trade,
construction and information
remain at recessionary levels.
Finance and insurance, food
services and drinking places,
and utilities also remain rela2

tively flat, although showing some
gains in recent years. (For greater details onf San Diego’s GDP and industry
sectors, see San Diego GDP Exceeds
$200 Billion in 2014.)
Moving forward in 2015, we see San
Diego’s advanced technology industries continuing to thrive. Significantly
benefiting from an unusually wide and
well-diversified assortment of innovation sectors, San Diego’s telecomm,
computers and electronics, biotech,
pharmaceutical, and medical devices,
aerospace and shipbuilding, as well as
specific niches of renewable energy,
water desalination, recreational products (golf equipment and surf and
skate boards, see San Diego County
Sports and Active Lifestyle Industry),
cyber security (Cyber Security in San
Diego), and even flourishing craft brew-

ing (Economic Impact of Craft Brewing
Industry) industries are thriving.
This diversity provides immense
strengths and opportunities for local
innovative sectors and benefits for the
economy at large. Wages paid by San
Diego technology companies average
$115,000, more than twice the average for compensation among all employers of $56,000. Excluding tech
sectors, the regional average wage is
$48,650 (For more discussion of San
Diego’s technology industries, see Innovation Economy Continues to Lead
San Diego's Job Recovery.)
Mixed advance of jobs
Job changes tend to lag economic
movements. Whereas San Diego’s economic output stopped falling in 2010
and had recovered by 2012, employ-
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ment continued declining until 2011.
Employment also took longer to recover pre-recession levels. Only by February 2014 had San Diego’s nonfarm
payroll job numbers exceeded the former peak of 2007. California and the
rest of the U.S. reached their prerecession peaks a few months later.
Over the course of the recession, jobs
that recovered were not evenly dispersed among all industry sectors. Employment in health care never actually
faltered and continued growing
throughout the recession. Professional,
business, and financial services lost
relatively few jobs in recession, and
have grown far beyond in recovery. But
employment among construction, information, retail, and accommodations
sectors fell significantly more during
the recession, and remain far from
recovery. Although manufacturing production has risen, employment remains well below pre‐recession levels.
Food services production also remains
below pre‐recession levels, although
growing more recently.
Ranking San Diego jobs by varying levels of wages and occupations throughout the region, higher wage jobs, averaging $75,000 or more per year, account for 26 percent of all payroll jobs.
On the other end of the scale, occupations earning less than $33,000 account for 24 percent of all jobs. The
remaining 50 percent average between those wage levels.
Comparing San Diego occupational
categories by hourly wage earnings
further reveals the widely diverging
trends of recent years. According to
California Employment Development
3

Department data on
jobs by occupation,
lower‐wage occupations decreased 4.6
percent in recession,
before recouping 4.0
percent more recently.
Lower‐wage occupations only slightly increased as percentage
of total jobs during the
recession and in recovery slightly increased
from 23.5 in 2007 to
23.8 percent in 2013.
On the other end of the
scale, jobs among
higher‐wage occupations overall never decreased in recession
but continued rising 2.8 percent. In
recovery jobs further accelerated another 8.8 percent. Since the recession
began, higher‐wage jobs actually increased by a total of 11.8 percent.

“San Diego’s employment
landscape thus becomes ever
more hour‐glass shaped with
higher‐wage jobs accumulating
on one end, lower‐wage jobs
maintaining relative proportions,
and middle‐wage jobs clearly
losing out the most.”
Higher‐wage occupations encompass
skilled positions usually requiring significant technical expertise in specialized fields of computers, engineering,
healthcare, legal, business and finance. In total higher-wage occupations increased from 23 percent of all
San Diego jobs in 2007 to more than
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Higher‐Wage Jobs
Net Change: +35,800

Middle‐Wage Jobs
Net Change: ‐61,960

Lower‐Wage Jobs
Net Change: ‐2,420

26 percent as of 2013.
Obviously most jobs lost by far during
the recession were mid‐wage occupations. These positions primarily include
construction, sales, office and administrative support, and education. Altogether mid‐wage employment dropped
11.1 percent between 2007 and
2011. Since that time, only 2.6 percent of the jobs have been recovered
and remain 8.8 percent lower than
before the recession began.
The recession thus hastened changes
already going on in San Diego. Blue
collar or mid‐level work had been vanishing since at least the early 1990s
when aerospace and other manufacturing jobs departed the region. The
housing recession further caused mid‐
wage jobs to disappear most prominently in construction, followed by
sales, office and administrative positions.

San Diego’s employment landscape thus
becomes ever more
hour‐glass
shaped
with higher‐wage jobs
accumulating on one
end, lower‐wage jobs
maintaining relative
proportions, and middle‐wage jobs clearly
losing out the most.
Indicators of economic
activity
San Diego’s unemployment rate continued to improve falling
to the lowest level in
six years during 2014.
Unemployment improved enough locally
to retake and match the rest of the
nation. The improvement was the result of both increasing job numbers
and lower labor force participation
rates.
San Diego’s unemployment rate is projected to further decrease to an annual
average of 5.7 percent in 2015, slightly below the rate projected for the nation at 5.8 percent. Although also significantly improving, California’s unemployment rate will remain more than a
full percentage point higher at 7.0 percent.
Changing population patterns
San Diego’s population will near 3.3
million in 2015, continuing to rank as
the nation’s 17th largest metropolitan
area and 5th largest county. Population growth reached a 15-year high in
2014, with 40,000 residents estimated to have been added. In 2015 this is
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expected to be slightly exceeded by
40,500, the most growth in fourteen
years.
A significant change occurred in 2013
when domestic migration to San Diego
turned positive again. According to California Department of Finance county
population estimates, this was the first
increase since 2001 as more residents
moved to San Diego than away. This is
an important indication of the improving economy and better job prospects
drawing more people to the region.
International migration remains much
more stable, although slightly rising in
recent years with the economy’s improvement as well. Natural increase
(births minus deaths of residents) is
much more stable, but slightly diminishing each year with relatively fewer
babies born and deaths somewhat
rising as the population on average
grows older.
Through the course of recession and
subsequent recovery, San Diego’s population continued to grow overall, but
the number of Generation-X’ers (35-49
years old) decreased and apparently
took their children (<20 years old) with
them. This “hollowing out” of 30-40
year olds, likely in part due to high
costs of housing, lack of better paying
employment opportunities, and other
affordability issues, could have serious
implications on future availability of
talent and how San Diego’s economy
continues to recover. In addition, with
the region seeing lower birth rates, this
could remain important for decades to
come as fewer children means, for example, a dip in demand for K-12 education, as well as scarcity of entry level
workers as this cohort ages.
Our analysis also shows the aging Baby
www.nusinstitute.org

Boomer generation
transforming
San
Diego. As this large cohort continues to
grow older, it will profoundly alter the
kinds of goods and services in demand
throughout the region. For example,
demography alone means that in coming decades the demand for
healthcare and lower dependency upon autos may increase. (For our analysis of the region’s changing demographics, see San Diego’s changing,
aging population dynamics.)

“With more residents moving to
San Diego than away, this is an
important indication of the
improving economy and better
job prospects drawing more
people to the region.”
Residential construction speed bump
Construction of new housing units surprisingly faltered in 2014. The decrease from 2013 was not due to a
lack of demand, but challenges from
land availability and affordability. Housing prices rebounded strongly with ongoing record low mortgage rates and
inventory of for-sale homes dwindling.
“Foreclosures fell to an eight-year low
in San Diego County during 2014, as
home price gains and a better economy helped homeowners get out of bad
loans,” according to foreclosure analysis by CoreLogic DataQuick.2
Sales activity started the year strongly,
but slowed as the year progressed.
Rising home prices caused sales to
slow and price hikes subsequently diminished, according to various home
price monitoring data sources, includ-

ing S&P/Case-Shiller3 and DataQuick4.
Looking forward in 2015, housing supply limitations with rising demand
causes pressures on prices to further
increase, but higher prices limit affordability. This should motivate additional
home construction, but the lack of
available land to build and high development costs stifles new building and
remains significant challenges for the
region. We project authorizations of
new residential units will continue to
be constrained around 7,000 in 2015,
although demand is abundantly apparent for more construction.
Improving household income and consumer sales still in recovery
With the onslaught of recession, housing market crash and job losses compounding (especially for middle-wage
incomes), median household income
and consumer spending plummeted as
well. From a peak in 2008 (adjusted
for inflation), San Diego median household income fell to a low of $62,962 in
2013. We estimate this began turning
around in 2014 as job prospects and
the economy improved. Further increases in household income should
continue into 2015 with increases in
cost of living remain somewhat muted.
Taxable sales were also severely impacted over the recession dropping a
total 17 percent between 2006 and
2009. Adjusted for inflation, the “real”
decrease was 23 percent. Since a low
point reached in 2009, sales have significantly improved the past five years,
but adjusted for inflation remain lower
than pre-recession highs recorded
from 2004 to 2007. Despite another
5
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5.0 percent increase in total
sales forecast for 2015 (2.5
percent adjusted for inflation), taxable sales will still
remain below pre-recession
highs. Debt overhang, cautious spending, and constrained income gains continue to limit consumer ability and willingness to spend.
San Diego’s inflation rate
decelerated from 3.0 percent in 2011 to 1.6 percent
in 2012 and only 1.3 percent in 2013. Falling gas
prices in the final months of
2014 helped limit annual
inflation rate to “only” 2.0
percent. Unfortunately, gas
prices are not likely to remain low in 2015 and will
contribute to inflation rising
to 2.5 percent.
————————————1Mary Lindenstein Walshok &
Abraham J. Shragge, “Invention
& Reinvention, the Evolution of
San Diego’s Innovation Economy”, p.166, www.sup.org/
books/title/?id=20927
2Jonathan

Horn, “Foreclosures
fell 31 percent in 2014”, U-T
San Diego, January 20, 2015,
www.utsandiego.com/
news/2015/jan/20/dataquickdecember-foreclosures-realestate-loans/
3 S&P
Case-Shiller, http://

Dashboard Observations– December 2014
By Kelly Cunningham, Economist and Senior Fellow
Although residential
building started 2014
with strong gains over
2013, as the year progressed increases began to stall. By the end
of 2014, the annual
number of housing
units approved for construction had fallen 17
percent from 2013.
San Diego’s unemployment rate continued to
improve finishing the
year at 5.2 percent, the
lowest rate in seven
years.
Similar to national markets, San Diego’s stock
index had a bit of a
roller coaster ride over
the year, but ended
2014 at record levels.
The index of locally
headquartered, publicly
-traded companies ended 2014 up 8.9 percent from a year ago.
New business certificates issued by the City
of San Diego totaled
1,260 in December. The number for all of
2014 was 5.9 percent higher than in 2013,
us.spindices.com/index-family/real-estate/spcase-shiller.
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and appears to show growing momentum
going into the new year.
4DataQuick,
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policy, and public-opinion research so
as to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of local governments in San
Diego County.
NUSIPR does not assume any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information
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to the maximum extent permitted by
law in relation to the content hereof.
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